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“Sing a New Song”
Romans 5:1-5; John 16:12-15 May 22, 2016

We all have experiences that are difficult to put into 
words. This past week, I was privileged to preach at 
the 100th anniversary of the congregation I served in 
Columbia. It was a wonderful, hard-to-describe weekend 
with hundreds of people whose lives have been intertwined 
with my own: young adults I baptized as children, friends 
with whom I went to school, couples I married, folks who 
overcame terrible illnesses, and the spouses of friends 
I buried.  Even for an extrovert like me, it was like being 
in a whirlwind of memories, faces and emotions. How do 
we put into words our own experiences of love, beauty or 
truth? Can you describe what it is like to attend the Great 
Banquet, to discover on a blind date the person you would 
marry, to sing an oratorio, or to breathe the air this past 
week on a magical spring day in Indiana? This is why we 
have drama, poetry and music. The metaphors of art convey 
truths too deep for ordinary words and too deep for the 
mind to comprehend at one moment in time.  

How do we put into words our experiences and 
our understanding of God? In one sense, the Bible is 
divine truth in human words. The Bible helps us see and 
understand God in the world around us, in human history 
and in our lives and relationships. The Bible itself is full of 
stories, poetry, history and teachings – all aimed at leading 
us deeper and deeper into the mystery of God made known 
in Jesus Christ. 

When the Bible speaks of God, we see how the writers 
bear witness to the threefold nature of our experience of 
God. God is our Creator, the Almighty Father, who is the 
author of all that exists. God is the maker of heaven and 
earth, the seen and unseen universe of which we are a part. 
God is not only the Creator, but also the Redeemer who 
forgives sin, who redeems life, who welcomes the prodigal 
home. God is also the Advocate, who inspires faith, imparts 
truth, sustains life and guides us in the way of Jesus. When 
we look at the whole witness of Scripture from the poetic 
stories of creation to the soaring language of the psalms, 
from the witness of the prophets to the words of Jesus, 
and from the teachings of Paul to the vision of Revelation, 
we discover the triune God: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 

Nowhere in the Bible do we have a developed doctrine of 
the Trinity. Throughout the Bible there are expressions 
of our Trinitarian experience of God. We know God as 
the one who creates us, the one who redeems us and the 
one who sustains us. Even the doctrine of the Trinity is 
expressed in the language of metaphor and poetry because 
it describes a truth too deep for us to fully comprehend.

When we hear Paul in Romans talk about the peace we 
have in God, he describes how this peace with God comes 
through the reconciling work of Jesus and is sealed upon 
our hearts by the Holy Spirit. This redemptive work of the 
triune God in us builds our character and leads us to live in 
hope. In his last words to the disciples in chapters 14-17 of 
John’s gospel, Jesus speaks plainly about the unity among 
God, himself and the Holy Spirit. He and the Father are 
one. The Holy Spirit is not a different God, but the Spirit 
of God in Christ poured out upon the people of God 
through the death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus. The 
Holy Spirit comes to dwell with us. The Spirit confirms the 
teachings of Jesus and helps us understand their meaning in 
new times and new situations. Perhaps the most complete 
expression of the Trinity in the Bible comes from Paul’s 
benediction at the end of the second letter to the fractured 
and disunited congregation in Corinth:  “The grace of the 
Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God and the communion of 
the Holy Spirit be with all of you”  (2 Cor. 13:13). 

Paul wants the conflicted church in Corinth to know the 
same kind of inner unity and harmony of spirit that exists 
in the being of God. The unity of God is the model and the 
very real possibility of the unity that is given to us in the 
church through Jesus Christ. Through the ages, theologians 
have spoken of the inner life of God, the mutual indwelling 
(Greek word: perichoresis) and mutually self-giving of the 
three persons as a kind of sacred dance. C. S. Lewis has 
written in Mere Christianity:  

“In Christianity God is not a static thing—not even a 
person—but a dynamic, pulsating activity, a life, almost 
a kind of drama. Almost, if you will not think me 
irreverent, a kind of dance… (The) pattern of this three-
personal life is… the great fountain of energy and beauty 
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spurting up at the very center of reality” (Ch. 26). 
The nature of God revealed in the Trinity shows us how 

we can live and dwell together in harmony – appreciating 
our differences, understanding our individuality, valuing 
the particular work each other is called to do. We are a part 
a whole. 

An orchestra is composed of many different instruments. 
There are not only woodwinds, but there are also string 
instruments, brass, keyboards and percussion. Some 
talented musicians may be able to play more than one 
instrument - even beyond his or her particular type of 
instrument. No one can play them all with equal proficiency 
and grace. An orchestra needs all of the instruments to be 
played with skill and sensitivity to create beautiful music. 
The church is like an orchestra. Each one of us has a gift, 
a skill and a part to play. Paul’s way of speaking of the 
church is that we are one body composed of many parts.  
What unites us is greater that what divides us. We are 
incomplete without one another. It is our understanding 
of God as Trinity, the one who unites three persons in 
perfect harmony of being, that leads and empowers us to 
seek a more perfect and more beautiful unity. We cannot 
have a full understanding of God without knowing God 
as Creator, Redeemer and Sustainer, nor can we have a 
full understanding of ourselves in community with one 
another. What we believe about the nature of God makes 
a difference in how we live with one another. 

How do we express this truth about God and about 
our life together in the church? We turn to the ever 
developing language of theology. More than that, we turn 
to the language of drama, poetry, art and music. In the end, 
theology is the language of metaphor. The doctrine of the 
Trinity teaches us to sing a new song of God.

On this Festival Trinity Sunday, our Sanctuary Choir 
and Orchestra lead us through the power of music to 
express our understanding of the Triune God and the 
deep truths of our faith. Soon the Choir will be going on 
a Reformation Tour to Europe to share this faith through 
the gift of music. As they travel, give concerts, join in 
worship and engage in fellowship with other Christians, 
they will be expressing who we are in our particular 
reformed tradition and our particular congregation. Yet, 
they will also be witnessing through music the truth that 
the church of Christ is one throughout the world.  I have 
asked Dr. Shelle Louer, our Director of Music and Fine 
Arts, to share with us her dreams for the choir’s journey 
of faith.  

(Commissioning and Blessing of the Sanctuary Choir)

  


